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Abstract
We have developed a logic programming system based on natural
deduction. It consists of a class of statements which is a
superclass of Horn clauses. We can run logical statements
that earlier have been considered as specifications. For
example,
the
language
contains the logical constants
negation, equivalence, universal quantifier and identity that
give the notions of definitions of functions and relations,
infinite data structures and virtual classes. Computation
rules
provide control information for running programs
efficiently and, for example, we have the concept of cooperating processes giving us computations on infinite data
structures that terminate.
1. Introduction
Our language is a logic programming language. It contains
Horn clauses as a proper subset (see Kowalski 1974) so we can
express computations as relations on a domain, moreover we
can also express negated relations, functions, infinite data
structures and virtual classes.
The features common with Prolog (see Colmerauer et al 1972,
Pereira et al 1978) are: (1) General tree-like data structures. (2) Nondeterminate programs treated by automatic backtracking. (3) No logical distinction between input and output. (4) Logical variables that enable programs to manipulate
partially specified data structures. (5) Tail recursion optimization.
In addition our language has the following notions: (1) Each
statement has a truth functional semantics i.e., a declarative reading. In contrast some Prolog statements do not have
this semantics.
(2) Mathematical functions. (3) Definition of statements by
equivalence. (4) Negation. (5) Virtual classes. (6) Infinite
This work has been supported by the National Swedish Board
for Technical Development (STU)
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data structures. (7) A demand driven computation rule that
enables us to write statements which behave operationally as
a network of cooperating agents (processes) communicating
through streams. The networks may be static or dynamically
evolving, cyclic or acyclic, the streams may be finite or
infinite and the agents may be determinate (functions) or
nondeterminate (relations). (8) A computation rule where the
execution order of the goals of a statement depends on the
instantiation pattern of the variables at the head of the
statement. (9) Method for terminating programs operating on
infinite data structures.
2. Syntax of the programming
pretation

language

and

intended

inter-

Let us outline the syntax of our language mainly by simple
examples that also illustrate some concepts of the language.
Different properties of finite and infinite data structures
are the reason for having a two sorted language. There are
canonical variables that range over finite data structures
and non-canonical variables that range over finite or infinite data structures. A canonical object has its name as
value. They are our data structures. In contrast to ordinary
programming languages logic languages can have data structures that are unspecified or partially specified, e.g. the
list A.x whose tail is an unspecified list. This property and
the notion of identity may lead to conceptually infinite data
structures that can be represented cyclically. For example
the equation x=A.A.x has a solution only if the variable xis
allowed to denote a conceptually infinite list A.A ••••
The programming language is built up from six disjoint
gories:

cate-

(1) Constants. A constant is written as an upper-case letter
followed by a string of letters and digits, but a number is
written in the usual way. Constants are canonical objects.
(2)
Data
structures.
They are composite terms e.g.,
Tree(NIL,A,NIL). For convenience some data structures are
written in infix form, e.g. the list A.B.x. They are canonical objects.
(3)

Variables.

They

are

either canonical or non-canonical
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variables. A canonical variable is written as a string of
letters and digits prefixed by a dollar($) sign, e.g. $x
1
and $aa. A noncanonical variable is written as a lower-case
letter followed by a string of letters and digits, e.g. x and
Y12•

(4) Functions. A function definition is a composite term that
is defined by identity e.g., conc(x.y,z)=x.conc(y,z) and
conc(NIL,z)=z.
(5)
Relations.
They
are written as predicates
reverse(x.y,w) <-- reverse(y,z) & conc(z,x.NIL,w).

e.g.,

(6)
Logical
constants: J. (absurdity or falsity), -->
(implication), & (and),<--> (equivalence), v (or), Y (all),
E (exist),= (identity), - (negation), if •• then •• else •••
A term is defined as usual.
A program is a collection of sentences. The main structure of
a sentence is 'A', 'A<-- B' or 'A <--> B'. The symbol A
stands for a literal, i.e., a positive or negative relation,
or a function definition. The symbol B may stand for an
arbitrary logical formula.

3. Computations
A computation is controlled by computation rules that decide
which formula out of a set of formulas that will be treated
next in the process of constructing a derivation tree. We
have two classes of computation rules.
The first class characterizes sequential processing. Operationally it gives a procedural interpretation (see Kowalski
1974) to the statements obeying such rules, in the sense that
predicates of a statement are viewed as procedure calls. That
is to say, given two procedures (procedure calls) the derivation tree of one of them is completely constructed (the
procedure is terminated) before the other procedure is treated (the other call is invoked).
The
second
class
characterizes
co-operating
agents
communicating through channels. For example, given
two
literals the derivation trees of these literals are built in
pseudo-parallel. The alternation is dependent on the instantiations made on their common variables.
In sequential processing, the ordering of the literals of a
statement can be determined either at compile-time or during
runtime. At compile-time there are two cases. Firstly, for a
statement composed solely of relations as goals, these goals
will be processed from left to right in the order in which
they are written. This is the rule used in Prolog based
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systems, and it is our default rule for such statements.
Secondly, for a statement composed of both relations and
functions they will be ordered according to their input
output relations to yield their computational order. We
assume as a default that functions are used to compute
results from arguments. We call this computation rule the
applicative order of evaluation. Although this rule is
reminiscent
of the applicative order of evaluation in
functional programming languages, it is not quite the same
because
our
goals include relations· as well. Let us
illustrate some of these ideas by examples, first a simple
function.
Example 1
The following program concatenates a list u to an empty list
and a constructed list x.y.
( 1)

conc(Nil, u)=u
conc(x.y,u)=x.conc(y,u)
We can now
function.

go

on

and

write

quick-sort as a conditional

Example 2
(2)
quick-sort(Nil)=Nil
quick-sort(x.y)=conc(quick-sort(y ),x.quick-sort(y )) <-2
1
partition(x,y,y ,y )
1 2

The following figure shows the partial order induced on the
predicates of the quick-sort statement. Notice that this
ordering will be followed independently of the textual order
of the predicates.
partition(x,y,y ,y )
1 2

~

quick-sort(y )=z
1
1

~

-.__

quick-sort(y )=z
2
2

~

conc(z ,x.z )=z
1
2

Fig. 1 The partial order induced on the quick-sort statement.
In sequential processing at run-time, the ordering of the
predicates is based on the instantiation pattern of the
variables at the head of a statement. This pattern implies a
dynamic partial order on the predicates which is based on
their input-output behaviour. This also applies to statements
composed solely of relations. Moreover, separate invocations
of the same statement may result in different partial
orderings due to different patterns of instantiation. In our
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compiler, there is an ordering algorithm that is applied on a
statement only if a meta rule of pattern instantiation is
associated with the statement. In this rule, we specify which
variables in the head of the statement that are of interest.
The ordering algorithm then generates different partial
orderings to cover the various combinations of instantiated
and uninstantiated variables. Though this rule requires a
run-time check, it is useful in programs operating on data
bases. A rule similar to this exists in IC-PROLOG, where the
programmer, however, specifies explicitly the various orders
of evaluations (see Clark and McCabe 1980).
Example 3
We illustrate this idea further by a data base example of
Pereira and Porto in Coelho et al (1980).
takes(student,course ) &
(3)
1
course-at(course ,day ,room) &
1
1
prof-teaches(professor,course ) &
1
takes(student,course ) &
2
course-at(course ,day ,room) &
2
2
prof-teaches(professor,course ) &
2
course = course ,
2
1

query(student,professor) <--

where the
professor.

computation

rule

is

pattern

instantiation

on

The above statement answers the query: "is there a student
such that a professor teaches him two different courses in
the same room?", from a data base of students who take
courses, of professors who teach courses, and of courses held
on certain weekdays and rooms. Our compiler produces two
execution orderings based on whether the variable 'professor'
is instantiated or not. Now, given professor Pereira and we
want to find a student x such that query(x,Pereira) is
satisfied, we get an execution order extracted from the
partial order depicted in the following figure.
prof-teaches(Pereira,course )
1

~

course

course-at(course ,day ,room)
1
1
2

/

= course 2
1

takes(x,course;;J

Fig.

prof-teaches(Pereira,course )
2

~kes(x,course )
2
course-at(course ,day ,room)
2
2

The partial order according
pattern of query(x,Pereira).

to the instantiation
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Demand driven computation
Let us now return to the second class of computation rules
that characterizes agents communicating through channels. It
consists of a single computation rule called demand driven
computation. Operationally,
a
statement
specifies
an
algorithm by a network of agents communicating through
unbounded buffers. These networks are related to the idea of
streams of Kahn and McQueen (1977), to those of Landin
(1975), and to data flow computation of Dennis (1971).
Assuming a single processor our agents will behave like
coroutines. The following statement:
n(x)=y <- p(x)=z & c(z)=y

(4)

when executed in a demand driven mode, specifies a simple
network of two agents, p and c, communicating through a
channel z. When n is invoked, two agent instances for p and c
will be created with variable z used as a communication link.
The variable z is called a channel variable, agent pis
called a producer for z and agent c is called a consumer of
z. In every such network there is an agent (here c) that is
called the initial demander and drives the whole network. The
computation proceeds as follows: c runs until it needs a
further specification of z, the control is then transferred
to p until it produces such a specification of z, whereupon
the control is returned to cat the point of suspension. In a
statement whose execution is governed by the demand driven
rule, one demanding agent (the initial demander) will start
the execution of the body of the statement. If the network is
cycle-free any nonproducing consumer can be the initial
demander. In a cyclic network with one cycle or a number of
ove~lapping cycles, any agent in such cycles can be the
initial demander. If the network is composed of disjoint
cycles with one cycle acting as a producer to one or more
cycles, then there must be at least one cycle that acts as a
nonproducing consumer. Any agent in such a cycle can be the
initial demander. The only restriction we have is that there
can only be one designated producer for a variable. This
seems reasonable since a problem would arise in deciding
which producer should grant a demand.
In an acyclic network, when the agents are functions, a
demand driven computation reduces to an equivalent form of
lazy evaluation (see Morris and Henderson 1976), and in a
cyclic network it is equivalent to computations expressed in
the stream processing language of Kahn and McQueen (1977).
Coroutining in the context of logic programming has also been
studied by Clark and McCabe (1980) and by Gallaire and
Lasserre (1981).
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It is worth noting that our agents may also be nondeterministic relations, something that may be useful for specifying
problems in concurrent programming. As an example we show how
to specify and run "the bounded buffer problem". This
illustrates that we can use logic to specify a concurrent
programming problem and, furthermore run the specification to
observe its behavior.
Example 4
Let us assume a bounded buffer of size N. This buffer may be
viewed as an agent that accepts two sequences, 1) a write
sequence of the form "Write(x ).Write(x ) •••• " (denoted by
1
2
ws), 2) a read sequence of the form "Read.Read •••• " (denoted
by rs), and produces an answer sequence (denoted by as)
corresponding to the read command sequence. Now we can
formalize the bounded buffer as follows:
bounded-buffer(ws,rs,as) <--> bmerge(ws,rs,o,s ) &
1
buffer(s ,<$u,$u>)=as
1

(5)

where the computation is assumed to be specified as demand
driven with s as a channel variable. Here, the "bounded1
buffer" is composed of two agents, "bmerge" which merges the
write and read sequences, and "buffer" which responds to the
read and write operations. Moreover, "bmerge" is a relation
which accepts the write sequence, the read sequence and a
number indicating the number of items in the buffer, and it
outputs an interleaved sequence of reads and writes. This
relation is characterized by the following two statements:
bmerge(Write(x).ws,rs,i,Write(x).as) <--> i<N &
(6)
bmerge(ws,rs,i+1,as)
bemerge(ws,Read.rs,i,Read.as) <--> i>O &
bmerge(ws,rs,i-1,as).
"buffer" is a function which accepts a sequence of reads and
writes, and which responds to Write(x) by storing the item x
at
the
rear of an internal queue (represented by a
difference-list, see Clark and Tarnlund, 1977) and to Read by
fetching an item from the front of the queue and outputting
the item:
buffer(Write(x).s,<$v,x.$w>)=buffer(s,<$v,$w>)
buffer(Read.s,<x.$v,$w>)=x.buffer(s,<$v,$w>).

(7)
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We observe from this example that we get non-deterministic
sequences produced by "bmerge".
Infinite data structures
The notion of infinite data structures can simplify writing a
program provided it can be treated computationally. A noncanonical term may denote a conceptually infinite data
structure. They cannot be tranformed into canonical terms,
the transformation would need infinit~ time. But we can
transform a noncanonical term to a
noncanonical
term
containing a greater canonical subpart which can be used in a
computation.
Example 5
We write an infinite list of integers starting with 2:
intfrom2()=inc(2)
inc(x)=x.inc(x+1)

(8)

It follows that intfrom2()=1.2.3.inc(4), where this infinite
list is built up by a canonical part 1.2.3 followed by a
noncanonical term inc(4). We can select the first n positive
numbers starting with 2
n-integers(n)=y <-- intfrom2()=x & select(n,x)=y

(9)

where
select(O,Nil)=Nil
select(n,x.y)=x.select(n-1,y) <-- n>O

( 10)

A call n-integers(3)=z gives z=2.3.4.nil provided we use a
demand driven computation rule on sentence (9). Moreover the
computation can be terminated when there is no more demand
from any consumer. This rule has a proof
theoretical
justification.
When we prefer to think of a computation as an agent
operating on an infinite data structure (a stream), on which
no agent can give a complete result, demand driven computation gives satisfying partial results. We illustrate this
point further by a more complicated example from Kahn and
McQueen (1977). The program computes the prime numbers
according to Eratosthenes' sieve on a stream of positive
integers. The example shows how a network evolves dynamically
during a computation.
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Example 6
prime()=sift(intfrom2())
where the prime statement is demand driven
and sift is the initial demander
sift(x.y)=x.sift(filter(x,y))
where the sift statement is demand driven
and sift is the initial demander
filter(x,y.z)=y.filter(x,z) <-- mod(y,x)i0
filter(x,y.z)=filter(x,z) <-- mod(y,x)=0

( 11)

Our goal is to compute the stream of primes, i.e. prime()=z,
this computation will never stop. The demanding agent sift
will successively demand an integer that will be filtered if
not a prime. Every activation of the sift agent gives rise to
a new filter agent for the currently recognized prime number.
Here, sift is an example of a network evolving dynamically
during computation. The following figure gives a snapshot of
a few computation steps illustrating this point. A channel
variable is pictured as a solid line directed from the
producer agent to the consumer one, the argument position of
a channel variable in the consuming agent is replaced by dot.
Result

1~z

,,.
2

_ - _ demand

....

(i.ntfrom2j

x__:~ z

grant/ - - - ....

3

,
'
~ 2.x~~

2.z 1

4

5

,--..._demand

,...-1!.._,_

6

'

,--..._demand
JC

'

_jemand
II(-

-,

z,= 3 .z2

~ x;t{filter(2,. ))-y,t(rilter(3,. D-w➔(sift(.

)p

Fig. 3. The evolution of the net for the first prime numbers.
The output stream is z=2.3.z •
2

z

2
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Example 7
We illustrate a cyclic network of agents by an example from
Dijkstra (1976), where a stream is generated having elements
of the form 2a*3b*5c, where a,b and care positive integers,
and moreover, the elements shall appear in increasing order
without omission or repetition. An abstract idea of the
solution is that every generated element (the first element
is 1) of the stream is multiplied by 2, 3 and 5 respectively,
and the results are put into three sets of potential elements
respectively, and the least element from these sets will be
picked as the next generated element. In the program the
elements of these sets will only be created on demands. We
have:
p()=1.y <-- merge(mul(2,1.y),merge(mul(3,1.y),mul(5,1.y)))=y
where the p() statement is demand driven
merge(x.y,u.v)=x.merge(y,u.v) <-- x<u
(12)
merge(x.y,u.v)=u.merge(x.y,v) <-- x>u
merge(x.y,u.v)=x.merge(y,v) <-- x=u
mul(x,y.z)=x*y.mul(x,z)
Here, "merge" selects the least element from two increasing
streams of elements; and "mul" multiplies the first element
of a stream by a number. Our goal is to compute the stream
p()=z. The cyclic network defined by the p() statement will
successively pick the least element from three substreams
generated by the three "mul" agents on demands from the
"merge" agents. This network can be illustrated by the
following figure.

1

Fig. 4 A cyclic network representing the p() statement.
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4. Termination of demand driven computations
In this section we show how termination can be obtained, in
demand driven mode, of programs operating on an infinite data
structure.
For
demand driven computation we have the
following rule: if the producer p for a channel variable xis
a function or is reduced to a function and all consumers of x
have been terminated then terminate p. This rule has a prooftheoretical justification.
Example 8
The execution of prime() in example 6 will never stop, but we
can use prime() to write a prime generator that stops after n
integers.
primegen(n)=y <-- prime()=x & until(n,x)=y
where primegen is demand driven and xis a channel variable,
and until is the initial demander;
until(n,x.plist)=NIL <-- x > n
until(n,x.plist)=x.until(n,plist) <-- x < n
From primegen(2)=y we get the following sequence
ments:
.,,. __ ....,demand ~ initial demander

of

stateResult

prirfe()=x & u~til(2,x)=y

!

produce
..- - - .... grant

. ,,,,.

'lll

1
_:!.e~a~d

II

sift( •• )=x

.

& unt11(2,x)=y

sift{ •• )=x

1

l

pro,..du-ce

!consume x=2.x 1

'~
& until(2,x

1

)=y

y:2.y1

1

grant

.....
/
'.at
sift( •• )=x & until(2,x )=y
2
1
1

l

try to consume x ,
1

but 3>2 so terminate

sift( •• )=x

2

y :NIL
1

Fig. 5 Primes until 2 are generated where y:2.NIL.
All

the

consumers

of

terminate the producer.

have

terminated

so we can also
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5. Negation
A negated predicate A is defined as
-A if and only if A--> J...

(13)

As pointed out by Prawitz 1965, to derive -A we have to find
a proof of .L from an assumption A and then use introduction
of implication. It should be noted that the assumption A can
contain free variables that may be bound' during a derivation
and in this way we derive objects that satisfy a negated
statement.
To derive a negation -A we often make use of definitions by
equivalence and in particular A has to be defined in that
way. Furthermore, to properly express relations that we
negate definitions are defined conditionally. For example, we
shall take up an example from Clark 1978 and define a maths
major, but we make this definition conditional and say that a
maths major has to be a student.
student(x) -->
(maths major(x) <--> Yy(maths course(y) --> takes(x,y)) (14)
In this way we avoid the possibility that a non maths major
is
not a student. This treatment of negation differs
logically from Prolog that strictly speaking does not have
negation and also IC-Prolog that treats negation by failure
and does not have conditional equivalences (see Clark and
McCabe 1979).

6. Virtual classes
A universal quantifier and equivalence (or implication) in
the.definiens enable us to write data base programs that
cannot be expressed in Horn clauses.
Example 9

We

define a list of employees of a department as

employee-list(d,l) <--> Yx(employee(d,x) <--> memb(x,1)

(15)

where
-memb(u,Nil)
memb(u,x.y) <--> u=x v memb(u,y)
Suppose
follows

further

that

an

(16)

employee relation is specified as

employee(d,x) <--> (d:CS & (x=John v x=Bill)) v
(d=EE & (x=Mary v x=Jim))

(17)
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The
query
employee-list(CS,l)
!:John.Bill.Nil •

gives

the

result

7. Remarks on implementation
We have a compiler which translates our language to the
instructions of a virtual logic machine. The compiler is
written in the language C and we make use of the compiler
generator YACC. The prototype implementation is for the PDP11/UNIX and VAX/UNIX systems. The language is quite extensive
in comparison with Prolog, so the structure of the generated
code and the instructions of our logic machine are partly
different
and partly extensions of the Prolog machine
described by Warren 1977.
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